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The structure and function of the available and significant clinical colour vision tests 
are reviewed in the light of the needs in the clinical examination of congenital and 
acquired colour vision deficiencies. The tests are grouped and described as pseudo- 
isochromatic plates, arrangement tests, matching tests and vocational tests. The 
colorimetric constructions of the test types are described and the efficiency of their 
performance and usefulness discussed. Recommendations are made for basic and 
extended test batteries, when examining of congenital and acquired colour vision 
deficiencies in the consulting room. 
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The number and variety of clinical colour 
vision tests that have been developed and 
published over the years are huge. It is 
beyond the scope of this paper to review 
all of them. Therefore, it is necessary to 
limit consideration to those tests that are 
currently commercially available and used 
in the clinical evaluation of colour vision, 
as against those used for research pur- 
poses. Reference to some landmark tests 
that are no longer available is inescapable. 

It is important to review first the needs 
and aims of a colour vision examination. 
These may be grouped into three catego- 
ries; 
1. Screening for the presence of a con- 
genital or acquired colour vision defi- 
ciency. While this really falls short of a true 
colour vision examination, the process of 
detection of congenital red-green deficien- 
cies is, by far, the most common colour 
vision activity. 

2. Diagnosis of the type and severity of 
colour vision deficiency. 
3. Assessment of the significance of the 
colour vision deficiency in a particular 
vocation, employment or occupation. This 
is usually an assessment of congenital red- 
green deficiencies rather than tritan or 
acquired deficiencies. This assessment may 
be in the form of performance on a nomi- 
nated clinical test, a test that replicates or 
mimics aspects of the intended occupation 
or a practical test at the intended place of 
employment using the actual methods and 
system of work. Assessment for occupa- 
tional suitability may not necessarily be an 
evaluation of a colour vision deficiency. 
The work intended may involve colour 
vision demands that can be met only by 
those with normal colour vision and a 
superior ability or aptitude for colour con- 
tingent decisions (for example, colour 
matching and assessment in the textiles or 

paint industries, grading of gemstones). 
Similarly, the form of a colour vision test 

may be classified under four subtypes. 
1. Pseudoisochromatic plate tests, in 
which the observer is required to identify 
a numeral (most usually), a letter or a 
shape embedded in a background and 
differentiated from it on the basis of colour 
only. 
2. Arrangement tests, in which the ob- 
server is required to arrange a set of col- 
ours into an ordered sequence based on 
hue (usually) or to group colours by some 
attribute (most often colours separated 
from greys). 
3. Matching tests, in which the observer 
is required to adjust two colours until they 
match, is required to report on a pair of 
colours as matching or not matching or is 
required to select the best match from a 
number of options. 
4. Naming tests, in which the observer 
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must name a colour correctly and/or 
respond with an appropriate action that 
arises from correct identification of the 
colour (stop, start et cetera) without nec- 
essarily naming the colour. 

It has been accepted for many years and 
from many research publications that no 
one colour vision test is all-fulfilling. If a 
full and unequivocal colour vision diagno- 
sis is required, it is necessary to use a bat- 
tery of tests. If the issues can be narrowed 
down to a single decision (for example, 
protan/deutan or suitable/unsuitable for 
a particularjob), a single test may suffice. 

SCREENING FOR COLOUR VISION 
DEFICIENCIES 

In colour vision screening, the decision is 
simply whether a colour vision deficiency 
is present. Given the preponderance of 
protan and deutan congenital colour 
vision deficiencies, the majority of colour 
vision tests for screening are limited to 
these deficiencies. Tritan colour vision 
deficiencies are relatively uncommon and 
have less of an occupational and functional 
impact as colour coding systems rely much 
less on blue-yellow discrimination. Ac- 
quired blue-yellow colour vision deficien- 
cies have at least the same prevalence as 
red-green, so that any screening system for 
acquired colour vision deficiencies should 
be designed to detect both red-green and 
blue-yellow deficiencies. 

TYPE DIAGNOSIS 

Most attention has been paid to the dif- 
ferential diagnosis of protan and deutan 
deficiencies because i t  is generally ac- 
cepted that protans are more at risk occu- 
pationally, given that their ability to detect 
(as against recognise) red is markedly 
poorer than deutans and normals, as a 
consequence of their loss of sensitivity to 
red. In acquired deficiencies, the major 
issue is the differential diagnosis of red- 
green as against blue-yellow, which is 
further refined into the three type classi- 
fication of Verriest,2 in which Types 1 and 
2 are red-green deficiencies (linked to 
cone disease and optic nerve disease, 
respectively) and Type 3 is a blue-yellow 

deficiency (most frequently linked to 
retinal and choroidal disease). 

SEVERITY DIAGNOSIS 

Severity diagnosis is most important in 
congenital colour vision deficiencies in 
evaluating suitability for a particular oc- 
cupation and advising patients with abnor- 
mal colour vision. Those who have a mild 
colour vision deficiency could be capable 
of undertaking the colour vision task safely, 
quickly and effectively and be entirely ac- 
ceptable. The more affected represent a 
real risk. Partly as a consequence of the 
need to have a pass/fail categorisation in 
industry, the processes of extent diagno- 
sis have evolved as completion of a series 
of tests of differing difficulty and the cat- 
egorisation into a discrete set rather than 
on a continuous scale. There are few tests 
of severity that provide a result on a 
continuous scale. 

This discrete categorisation is less appro- 
priate when dealing with acquired defi- 
ciencies, when the evaluation and moni- 
toring of subtle day-today and eye to eye 
variation of a colour vision deficiency 
necessitates a continuous or finer stepped 
scale. 

Similarly, the evaluation of persons with 
normal colour vision for particularly 
demanding colour matching or grading 
requires tests capable of distinguishing 
fine differences in normal colour vision 
on a very finely-stepped scale. 

THE BASIS OF COLOUR VISION 
TESTS 

Lakowski 8,4 championed the approach 
that the understanding of colour vision 
tests must be based in the colorimetric 
design of the test and its relationship to 
the characteristics of congenital colour 
vision deficiencies. The fundamental char- 
acteristic that should drive colour vision 
design is the loci of the colours confused 
by persons with abnormal colour vision. 
The colour confusions of congenital 
dichromats based on the protan and 
deutan data of Pittl and the tritan data of 
Wright5 are provided in Figure 1. They are 
plotted in the CIE 1976 u’v’ colour space: 
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Figure 1. Confusion lines of congenital 
dichromats data from Pitt recalculated into 
CIE u’v’ space 

which is an approximation to uniform 
chromaticity. 

Some tests make use of the loss of red 
sensitivity characteristic of protan deficien- 
cies. This is represented in Figure 2, the 
sensitivity of the normal represented by 
adding the Smith and Pokorny’ L and M 
cone fundamentals for normal colour 
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Figure 2. Spectral sensitivities of the Smith 
and Pokorny’ L- and M-cone fundamentals 
plotted with L+M to represent deuteranopia, 
protanopia and normal spectral sensitidy, 
respectively. Note the logarithmic sensitivity 
scale and the loss of red sensitivity of the 
protanope. 

vision compared with the M (represent- 
ing deuteranopes) and L (representing 
protans). The loss of sensitivity in the red 
region of the spectrum (to about 25 per 
cent at 610 nm and 10 per cent at 650 nm) 
is well illustrated and clearly distinguishes 
protanopes from deuteranopes. 

PSEUDOISOCHROMATIC PLATE 
TESTS (PIC TESTS) 

There are several variants of these tests, 
which are generally constructed as an 
object delineated by a colour difference 
with a background of the same luminous 
reflectance, to avoid non-colour clues. 
The object may be a number, a letter, a 
symbol, a stylised object, an optotype 
(Landolt C or illiterate E) or a pattern to 
be traced. Printing variations and indi- 
vidual differences in spectral sensitivity 
mean that there are, almost inescapably, 
luminous reflectance differences between 
figure and background and most design- 

ers have introduced variability of lumi- 
nous reflectance within the figure and 
background to mask any systematic dif- 
ference. Of all of the types of colour 
vision test, these have the greatest choice 
and variety. It is best to use a generic 
approach to understand the underlying 
principles. 

There are several types of plate design. 

Demonstration or malingerer’s 
PIC plates 
In this type of PIC plate, the figure is 
defined by a significant luminous reflect- 
ance contrast with the background, so that 
colour vision is not necessary for a correct 
response. Figure 3 shows such a design. 
Identification requires understanding of 
the instructions and the ability to assem- 
ble the darker elements into a 3 but does 
not require colour vision. There may also 
be a colour difference that lies off the 
dichromatic confusion lines. 

Disappearing or vanishing PIC 
plates 
In these plates the object is defined by a 
colour difference from the background 
and if the colour differences are aligned 
on or close to the dichromatic confusion 
lines, the object will not be visible. If the 
colours used are in the region of colour 
space of the more saturated red, yellows 
and greens (typically v’ greater than 0.5 
in Figure l),  the protan and deutan con- 
fusion lines are very close and the colours 
may be chosen to straddle both the protan 
and deutan confusion lines. Such a plate 
will be failed by both protans and deutans. 
It serves to detect both types but not to 
distinguish them. Many disappearing 
plates are constructed in this way (Figure 
4). A shortcoming of disappearing plates 
is that they may be unnerving to the col- 
our deficient person, who repeatedly re- 
ports seeing nothing. They can also be a 
lot slower to administer because the col- 
our deficient person spends time striving 
to see something in them. 

Ambiguous or alteration plates 
The design intention in these plates is to 
provide an alternate response for the 
colour vision deficient person. Figures are 

constructed using some colours that will 
be confused with the background and 
some that will not, so that there is always 
some response for the colour vision defi- 
cient person and they will be satisfied hav- 
ing given a confident response. This pro- 
vides reassurance to the examiner that the 
observer understands the test. Figure 5 
shows the design of ambiguous/alteration 
plates. 

Combination plates 
Several PIC plate designs incorporate a 
disappearing figure with a demonstration 
figure in the same plate. In this case, the 
normal will report two figures while the 
CVD will reportjust one. These plates are 
useful because there is always something 
to which the CVD can respond. In some 
cases, the demonstration figure is made 
less obvious than the disappearing figure 
with the intention that only the more 
obvious will be reported. 

Diagnostic plates 
These plates are essentially disappearing 
plates but with two figures, one designed 
to be confused by protans and one by 
deutans rather than designed to be failed 
by both. The colours used are mostly cho- 
sen from the parts of colour space where 
the confusions of protans and deutans are 
most different (that is, typically v’ less than 
0.5 in Figure 1). Figure 6 shows the typi- 
cal colorimetric construction of a diagnos- 
tic plate. Whenever plates are designed for 
protans, it must always be remembered 
that the spectral sensitivity of protans is 
significantly lower in the red region of 
colour space (Figure 2).  Therefore, a 
plate, designed to have a figure and back- 
ground of the same luminous reflectance 
for normal observers, will contain signifi- 
cant noncolour clues for the protan and 
it will be necessary to compensate in the 
design of the test. 

Quantitative plates 
These diagnostic plates usually form a se- 
ries with increasing colour difference. The 
most comprehensive series is in the Hardy- 
Rand-Rittler test and the chromaticities 
used in the severity plates are represented 
as an example in Figure 7. 
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Figure 3. A representation of a demon- 
stration plate in which the figure is delineated 
by luminous reflectance difference from the 
background, so that detection is not a 
function of colour vision 

Hidden plates 
This ingenious style of plate is designed 
to contain figures visible only to colour 
deficient observers. The figure and back- 
ground are constructed from a variety of 
colours (to the colour normals) but all the 
figure colours lie around a confusion line 
and all the background colours lie on a 
different confusion line. While the design 
might merit in-depth description, unfor- 
tunately it does not translate into a plate 
style that gives useful results. In Figure 8 
are shown the chromaticities of an ideal- 
ised hidden plate. 

AVAILABLE TESTS 
~ 

Many PIC tests have been produced over 
the years. Some have achieved more ac- 
ceptance than others and some are no 
longer commercially available. Some have 
not received much acceptance outside 
their country of origin and for others there 
is little by way of validation. Following is a 
consideration of those currently available. 

Ishihara’s Test 
This test was first published in 1906 and 
was the first PIC test in commercial pro- 

Figure 4. Chromaticities of a disappearing plate from Ishihara’s test. The colours of the 
figure and the background are in the portion of colour space, where there is little difference 
between protans and deutans. The colours straddle both confusions lines and the figure will 
not be seen by either type of CVD. 

duction. It has been reprinted in numer- 
ous editions over the years and, worldwide, 
it is the most used colour vision test. The 
figures on each plate are embedded in a 
random pattern of variably-sized dots. The 
test comprises a demonstration plate, dis- 
appearing, alteration, hidden and diagnos 
tic plates. The most used edition contains 
numerals (serifed) and tracing plates. 
Currently available are 38- and 24-plate 
editions. There is also a children’s version 
that employs letters rather than numerals. 
It is remarkable that a colour vision test de- 
signed about 30 or more years before Pitt’ 
published the dichromatic confusion data 
has been so successful and so enduring. 

Over the years, there has been a number 
of evaluations of Ishihara’s test (published 
by IgakuShoin, Tokyo) and it was evident 
from an early stage that there were very 
visible differences between  edition^^.^ and 

some residual brightness clues.I0 Belcher, 
Greenshields and Wright’’ carried out the 
most comprehensive validation study but 
the editions that were the subject of this 
and the early evaluations of the test are 
now rare. The modern differences in col- 
our reproduction have been highlighted.I2 
More recently, there are some data on 
Ishihara’s test that reinforce its excellent 
performan~e.’~-’~ 

The various s t~dies”’~  of the efficiency 
of Ishihara’s test may be summarised as 
showing that it is still the ‘gold standard’ 
for rapid identification of congenital red- 
green deficiencies. The individual plates 
of Ishihara’s test have sensitivities and 
specificities typically between 0.85 and 
0.95“J5 and the test as a whole performs 
very close to 1 in both sensitivity and 
specificity. There is a tendency for it to pass 
very mild deutans and to fail some normals 
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Figure 5. Form of an alteration plate, in which part of the figure 
consists of colours that are not confused with the background 
and part of the figure is confused with the background. There is 
a fourth colour that is similar to the background (and not paid 
attention to by the normal) but is confused with the main figure 
colour and incorporated into the figure by the CVD. Thus, the 
normal sees a 3 while the CVD sees a 5. Therefore, there are, 
four groups of colours that are associated in different ways by 
normals and colour deficients. 

Figure 6. Colours of diagnostic plate from the SPP 1 test showing 
the two colours of the figures, one being confused with the 
background by protans and the other by deutans 

testing that they do not have a red-green 
deficiency, they are usually acceptable in 
all but the most demanding colour-based 
occupations. 

Shorter versions of Ishihara’s test have 
been suggested with equal diagnostic 

Ishihara’s test has two shortcomings in 
that it has no tritan plates and does not 
provide a severity diagnosis. Relatively 
mildly affected C V D s  may make as many 
errors as dichromats and the use of such a 
test has been likeneda to a visual acuity 
chart comprising only 6/6 letters. It should 
be used only as a pass/fail test to detect 
red-green colour vision deficiencies. In 
addition care should be taken to set an 
appropriate pass/fail criterion that takes 
into account the tendency for some 
normals to make a few  error^.^^**^ 

American Optical Hardy-Rand- 
Rider plates 
The American Optical Hardy-Rand-Rittler 
(AOHRR) pseudoisochromatic plates 
(currently published by Richmond Prod- 
ucts) were first published in the 1955,25 
having been developed from the hand- 
made AO-HRR Polychromatic plates.26 

with poor discrimination (but without 
being identifiably protan or deutan) .I4J5 
Given that the major use of Ishihara’s test 
is a means for assessing occupational suit- 
ability, the acceptance ofvery mild deutans 
is rarely likely to be significant and other 
test methods can be adopted in these 

uncommon cases. The normals with low 
discrimination who fail Ishihara’s test yet 
cannot be shown to have a congenital red- 
green deficiency are interesting and have 
been termed ‘pigmentfarbanomaly’ as 
they fail only printed but not spectral 
tests.Ig Having established with further 
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Figure 7. Colours of three diagnostic plates from the AOHRR test showing the two colours of 
the figures, one being confused with the background by protans and the other by deutans 
and three levels of difficulty, by which to grade severity of deficiency 

Figure 8. An idealised representation of a hidden PIC plate. The background comprises the 
three upper colours and the figure the three lower colours. To the colour vision normal the 
large difference in redness-greenness (in the u’ direction) masks the small blue-yellow 
difference between the figure and background. For the congenital red-green CVD, for whom 
the d-green variation is much reduced or reduced to nothing, the small blue-yellow difference 
should become evident. 

The second edition (1957) was from the 
same print run (Rittler MC, Personal com- 
munication) and only the plate order was 
changed. The test was well regarded 1125-31 

but when the print run was exhausted, 
American Optical could not be persuaded 
to invest in the production of another 
edition, which meant replacing super- 
seded printing inks. Nevertheless, the test 
remains in current use by those fortunate 
to have c o p i e ~ . ~ ~ . ~  Eventually, Richmond 
Products published a third edition in 1996 
(Richmond 3), which was visibly less satu- 
rated than the original. In 2002, Rich- 
mond Products published a fourth edition 
(Richmond 4), which was reengineered 
by Bailey and Neit~.~’ Visually, this appears 
to be a more faithful reproduction of the 
AOHRR but is still visibly different. Finally, 
in 2003, Waggoner published the Wag- 
goner HRR that is a modified version, lack- 
ing the tetartan figures and having some 
additional red-green screening plates of a 
different design. 

These various editions of the AOHRR 
have been subject to a colorimetric com- 
p a r i s ~ n , ~ ~  which concludes that the Rich- 
mond 4 is well aligned on the confusion 
lines and is isomeric with the original 
AOHRR but the strong protan and deutan 
figures are less saturated than the origi- 
nal. This latter situation was confirmed 
(Neitz J, personal communication) as be- 
ing intentional as some dichromats failed 
to make errors in the strong plates in the 
AOHRR. The Waggoner HRR is well 
aligned on the confusion lines but the 
colours are highly metameric with the 
AOHRR. It remains to be seen if that trans- 
lates into a significant difference in clinical 
performance. 

Standard Pseudoisochromatic 
Plates (SPP) 
The SPP plates are published in two 
volumes. The first volume is designed for 
the examination of red-green C V D S . ~ ~  The 
plates have a regular matrix of dots with a 
calculator style numeral. It comprises dem- 
onstration, combination (mainly), disap 
pearing and diagnostic plates. Like Ishi- 
hara’s test, it is designed only for red-green 
CVDs (although two of the demonstration 
plates are good tritan screening plates) 
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and is not quantitative. Individual plates 
and the test as a whole have very similar 
sensitivities and specificities to Ishihara's 
test39-43 and the test has the advantage that, 
being less widely available, it is less acces- 
sible for those with abnormal colour vision 
who wish to pass a colour vision screening 
by memorising a test. 

Volume 2 is specifically designed for 
acquired The plates have exactly 
the same physical layout as Volume 1 but 
are designed, colorimetrically, for red- 
green, blue-yellow and scotopic acquired 
CVDs. It has achieved a degree of accept- 
ance as a useful test of acquired deficien- 
cies and has been suggested as appropri- 
ate for examining congenital CVDS.~* 

Colour Vision Testing Made Easy 

CVTME (published by Waggoner) is a PIC 
colour vision test specifically designed for 
children. There are two issues that merit 
specific attention, in addition to 
colorimetric design. First, children must 
understand what is expected of them. In 
PIC tests, this may be the naming of rela- 
tively simple shapes (they will need to 
know the names of the shapes), the iden- 
tification of numbers (they will need to 
know their numbers) or they will need to 
point to other examples, for example, sym- 
bols (they will need to understand the 
concept of same and different). Second, 
to perceive a shape in the PIC plate, they 
will need to assemble the individual dots 
into the recognisable shape or symbol. 
This means that the shape or symbol will 
need to be sufficiently delineated in colour 
from the background and the shapes or 
symbols used need to be sufficiently 
different from one another. 

The CVTME test uses only symbols. The 
first set of plates contains simple shapes 
(circle, square and star) with a luminance 
contrast defined symbol often present in 
addition to the defined colour difference. 
A second set of three plates uses 
cognitively more complex symbols (styl- 
ised outlines of a sailing boat, balloon and 
string and dog). The child points to ex- 
amples in black and white. There are only 
colourdefined shapes in the second series. 

There have been two clinical evaluations 

(c-1 

of the test. The first47 showed that two of 
21 CVD adults passed and five per cent of 
boys (age five to seven years) failed. No 
anomaloscope data were available for the 
subjects, so a definitive diagnosis was not 
available. It has been shown that its 
colorimetric design is appropriate although 
the colour differences are greater than in 
Ishihara's test.48 This may be appropriate 
given that it is intended for children but it 
may indicate that the test is more likely to 
pass the mild deuteranomals. Neither study 
contained sufficient mild deuteranomals to 
make thisjudgement. Like the SPPVolume 
1, the sensitivities and specificities of indi- 
vidual plates and the test as a whole are very 
similar to those in Ishihara's test. There are 
no trim plates, no quantitative diagnosis 
and no type diagnosis. 

Other PIC tests 
There is a variety of other PIC tests that have 
come and gone without providing sufficient 
advantage over those in common use to 
merit more than a mention. They are dealt 
with in some detail e l~ewhere .~~-~ '  

None of these tests has made much 
impression on the extremely widespread 
use of Ishihara's test as the screening test 
of choice, the AOHRR as the test of choice 
for quantitative diagnosis and the SPP 
Volume 2 as a test for acquired colour 
vision deficiencies. 

ARRANGEMENT TESTS 

In the arrangement tests, the subject is 
asked to sort colours either into a 
sequence (usually based on hue) or into 
groups (most often greys versus colours). 

Farnsworth MunselllOO Hue Test 

The FMlOO Hue test was developed by 
F a r n s w ~ r t h ~ ~ * ~ ~  in the early 1940s along 
with other sorting tests including the Panel 
D-15, the B-20 and H-16, which have not 
achieved widespread use. The Munsell sys- 
tem provides a notation of colour as 
Munsell hue, Munsell chroma and Munsell 
value. It is an example of a colour order 
system based on equal perceptual steps. 
In the FMlOO the colours all have the same 
Munsell chroma and Munsell value and, 

(FM100) 

therefore, vary only in Munsell hue. In the 
Munsell system, five hues are used, red 
(R), yellow (Y), green (G), blue (B) and 
purple (P). These are partitioned by five 
more hues, RY, YG, GB, PB and RP. Each 
hue is subdivided into 10 steps, for exam- 
ple, 1RP to IORP. Therefore, there are 100 
hues in the Munsell system however, there 
are not 100 hues in the FMlOO as manu- 
factured. Farnsworth found that the diffi- 
culty of distinguishing between adjacent 
hues was not equal around the hue circle. 
Therefore, he removed 15 hues in an at- 
tempt to make the colour spacing more 
uniform. The chr~matici t ies~~ are plotted 
in Figure 9. Chromaticity differences and 
a rolling average of chromaticity are plot- 
ted in Figure 10 to demonstrate that, not 
only are there considerable random vari- 
ations in the colour differences but also a 
systematic change such that the colours in 
the regions of caps 40 to 60 and (to a lesser 
extent) 80 to 85 are relatively more closely 
spaced. The consequence of this to the 
performance of the test will be discussed 
later. In Figure 11, the plot of CIE L* 
(lightness) with cap number shows a sys- 
tematic change. For the observant subject, 
this provides a clue, which is enhanced for 
protans, given their loss of red sensitivity. 

Farnsworth divided the 85 colours into 
four boxes (hues 85 to 21, 22 to 42,43 to 
63 and 64 to 84). Each box has a fixed hue 
at each end, one removed from the first 
and last moveable hues in the box, that is, 
hues 84 and 22 in box 1). The task of the 
subject is to arrange the moveable hues 
so that they provide a gradual progression 
between the two fixed hues. 

Farnsworth provided a scoring method, 
which assigns a score to each hue, which 
is the sum of the absolute differences be- 
tween the number of the hue and the 
numbers of the those hues placed either 
side of it. F a r n s w ~ r t h ~ ~  was not specific 
about what should happen at the ends of 
each box, whether the adjacent hue was 
the fixed hue in the same box or the first 
moveable hue in the next box. M ~ r e l a n d ~ ~  
has argued that the second method gives 
an unwanted box end artefact, while Dain 
and S a ~ n d e r s ~ ~  show that the second 
method has the useful calculation check 
(for those scoring the test manually), in 
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that the total error score (TES) is always 
an integer multiple of four. 

There are two options when plotting the 
results on the polar plot that Farnsworth 
used. The score for a given hue number 
may be associated with the hue as arranged 
or it may be associated with the location 
of the hue. Farnsworth used the first 
method but Kinnear5' advocated the sec- 
ond method as being easier for the manual 
scorer as well as giving a better plot. These 
are referred to as the Farnsworth and 
Kinnear methods, respectively. Except for 
Kinnear's opinion, there is no evidence 
that either method is superior. 

From Figure 9, it can be seen that in two 
regions of the hue circle, the hue change 
is aligned with or close to the confusion 
lines of the dichromats and, as a conse- 
quence, dichromats will make substantial 
errors in the regions. In other regions, the 
hue change is perpendicular to the con- 
fusion lines and the dichromat will per- 
form as well as a colour normal. When the 
test is scored and plotted in a polar dia- 
gram, as instructed by Farnsworth, they will 
form a pattern of errors characteristic of 
the deficiency enabling a protan, deutan 
or tritan diagnosis. The anomalous 
trichromats will make fewer and lesser 
errors in the same hue regions. Thus, the 

0.007 O'OOB 1 . .  

CIE 1976 chromaticity diagram 
I I 
I I 

u' co-ordinate 

Figure 9. Chromaticities of the FMlOO test with the end box caps in solid figures. Where the 
colour changes parallel the confusion lines, the CVD wi l l  have difficulty arranging the colours. 
Where the chromaticity differences run perpendicular to the confusion lines, the CM) will 
be able to complete the test as well as a normal. 
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Figure 10. Chromaticity differences in the FMlOO test with a 
running average plotted as a solid line. The colour differences 
tend to be relatively smaller around cap 83 and cap 45, which 
might be linked to tritan deficiencies being over-estimated. 

Figure 11. Lightness differences in the FMlOO test. The changes 
in lightness are a clue to correct arrangement of the test without 
needing colour vision. The effect is accentuated in protan 
deficiencies. 
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FMlOO may be used as a quantitative test 
as well as providing a type diagnosis for 
congenital CVDs. 

The major advantage of the FMlOO is 
that the design does not presuppose which 
colours will be confused by congenital 
CVDs and it can be used to assess colour 
vision deficiencies that do not follow the 
classical lines, most notably, acquired de- 
ficiencies. The test is also sufficiently dif- 
ficult that few normals can perform the 
test perfectly. The test can, as a conse- 
quence, be used to identify colour normals 
with very good discrimination for very 
demanding colour vision occupations such 
as in the textiles, fashion, paint and gem 
trades. 

Performance of the FMlOO is age-related 
with performance improving with age to 
about 20 years and then gradually dete- 
r i ~ r a t i n g . ~ ~ - ~ '  At both ends of the age 
range, the subjects make errors indicating 
a tritan deficiency. In the older age groups 
this is a consequence of the yellowing of 
the crystalline lens, while in the younger 
groups, it has been attributed to a late 
developing blue-yellow system, the un- 
equal spacing of the hues or lower IQ (al- 
though this last factor does not, on its own, 
account for the tritan nature of the 
errors). Because the FMlOO TES is age- 
dependent interpretation of the result 
requires reference to the age norms that 
have been developed. One set of data58is 
redrawn in Figure 12. 

Individual differences in the density of 
macular pigment can affect performance 
of the FM100. It has been demonstrated 
that simulated macular pigment produced 
the expected differences in r e s ~ l t ~ * - ~ ~  and 
using the FM100, Woo and Lee64 set out 
to show that the macular pigment differ- 
ences between Caucasians and Asians 
caused significant differences in FMlOO 
performance. They did concede that there 
were other possible sources of the differ- 
ences. Subsequently Dain, Cassimaty and 
P ~ a r a k i s ~ ~  demonstrated that the differ- 
ence between Asian and Caucasian observ- 
ers is very small when age and pupil size 
are taken into accounted. There is a small 
but significant difference between Asians 
and blueeyed Caucasians but not brown- 
eyed Caucasians. 

250 300 1 
- 5 Q 1 0 0 1  

I- 

Age and FM100 scores 

- Mean - - - 95th percentile 
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-.-. 
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Figure 12. Age changes in the total error score of the F M l O O .  Scores above the lower dashed 
line occur in only five per cent of normals and are clinically significantly poorer than normal. 
Scores above the upper dashed line occur in only one per cent of normals and are highly 
clinically significantly poorer than normal. Redrawn data of Verriest, Vandevyvere and 
Vanderd~nck.~' 

There are some learning effects in re- 
peated performance of the FMlOO and 
some chance Changes of 
FMlOO with time (as a measure, for in- 
stance, of the course of an acquired defi- 
ciency) and differences between eyes must 
be interpreted with care. AspinalP and 
Reeves, Hill and A s ~ i n a l l ~ ~  provide guid- 
ance on judging the significance of differ- 
ences between eyes and repeated tests over 
time. 

The FMlOO performance is dependent 
on the i l l ~ m i n a n c e . ~ ~ - ~ ~  The various stud- 
ies of age-related changes have used 
different illuminances, so the choice of 
illuminance should be linked to the age 
norms being used for interpretation. Bow- 
man70 has argued that the test may be 
made more sensitive in idenufymg the loss 
of colour discrimination in age-related 
maculopathy. From the work of Bowman70 
and Dain and c~llaborators,~~ a level of 200 
to 250 lux is the optimum. 

There have been two major issues in the 
further analysis of FMlOO error scores. 
First, it was noted that total error scores 
were not symmetrically distributed. It was 
proposed that a square root transforma- 
tion be applied for analysis of population 

data for diabetics.72 This automatic trans- 
formation has been cautioned against and 
the actual distributions must be examined 
first73 and the sources of skewness investi- 
gated.74 

The second issue is the development of 
computer-based methods to assist in scor- 
ing and interpretation. There are meth- 
ods intended to speed up the cal~ulat ion.~~ 
There are also several methods to assist in 
the identification of polarity in the polar 
plot to provide a type diagnosis. For re- 
sults of anomalous trichromats, whose TES 
may be only slightly abnormal, and 
acquired CVDs, who may make both red- 
green and blue-yellow errors, the polarity 
of the plot is not always clearly visible. 
Methods have been developed to derive 
polarity and a total The most 
enduring of these methods is that of 
Vingrys and King-Smith,B6 who propose 
using the colour difference vectors in the 
arranged hues to provide a measure of the 
direction of errors (angle), specificity of 
direction of the errors (S index) and over- 
all level of confusion (Cindex). 

It should also be noted that totally ran- 
dom arrangements of the test generate 
distributions of TESs with a fifth percen- 
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tile of 1200 and a performance leading to 
a TES of 1200 or greater can be used to 
demonstrate the absence of any colour 
vision.86 

The FMlOO is a remarkable test for 
assessment of colour vision. It is especially 
valuable for assessing and monitoring 
acquired CVDs and assessment of those 
with normal colour vision to identify those 
with superior colour discrimination skills. 
Like all colour vision tests, it has its limita- 
tions. It does not distinguish colour vision 
normals from mildly anomalous trichro- 
mats and does not always differentiate 
protanopes from deu te ranope~ .~ ’ .~~  As a 
consequence, its usefulness in the investi- 
gation of congenital CVDs is rather lim- 
ited.49.51 It is most often the test of choice 
in assessing acquired C V D s s 9 - 9 3  and supe- 
rior performance in  normal^.^^.^^ 

Farnsworth-Munsell Dichotomous 
D-15 or Panel D-15 (D15) 
The FMlOO can be exquisitely sensitive in 
assessing colour vision but it takes too long 
to perform for it to be used as a routine 
test. As h e  developed the FM100, 
Farnsworth5’ experimented with tests that 
also incorporated the whole Munsell hue 
circle but using fewer hues. The test that 
has endured out of these is the D-15,93.94 
which comprises one fixed colour and 15 
moveable colours. The subject is required 
to arrange the moveable colours in order, 
starting with the fixed colour. In its origi- 
nal form, the test is scored in a circular plot 
of the 16 colours byjoining the dots in the 
order of the arrangement by the subject. 
Interpretation is by visual inspection. 

I t  can be seen from Figure13 that 
Farnsworth aligned pairs of colours on the 
protan and deutan confusion lines. There 
are relatively fewer pairs of colours aligned 
on the tritan confusion lines, as there is a 
gap between the starting colour and col- 
our 15. Conversely, there are many more 
options for simple transpositional errors 
for tritans, particularly in the region of 
caps 2 to 6. 

The colour differences in the pairs of 
colours are sufficiently large that colour 
vision normals and mildly affected CVDs 
can complete this test without error. It was 
intended by Farnsworth that the test 

CIE 1976 chromaticity diagram 

Figure 13. Chromaticities of the Lanthony, Adams and Farnswortb D-15 tests with the 
Farnsworth H-16 to demonstrate the increasing colour difference and hence, ease of 
completion 

dichotomise subjects into the lesser and 
greater affected and also into protan and 
deutan. It has been shown repeatedly to 
d o  this successfully and there is some 
evidence that it is effective in identifjmg 
the lesser affected, who can use the 
simpler colour codes (like colour coded 
wiring) safely and be acceptable into 
certain o c c u p a t i ~ n s . ~ ~ - ~ ~  

As such, it should be the second test 
(after Ishihara’s) in any clinician’s bat- 
tery of tests.g4 The D-15 has been used 
widely in evaluation of acqu i r ed  

Farnsworth proposed visual inspection 
of the plotted results and a count of the 
number of crossings of the hue circle as 
the analysis method. Rather than count- 
ing the number of crossings, Bowman lo2 
proposed a sum of the colour differences 
as a measure of the magnitude of the 
errors. The colour vector method that 
Vingrys and King-Smiths5 proposed for the 
analysis of the FMlOO can also be applied 
to the D-15. This gives information on  the 
direction and specificity of the errors, as 

C~s.49.92,98-101 

well as a measure of the total errors. In 
some advanced acquired colour vision 
deficiencies the errors become large in 
number and variable in direction. The 
analysis of results that could arise from a 
purely random arrangement and which 
may indicate the absence of useful colour 
vision can also be carried out on the 

With the  exception of the starting 
colour, which is Munsell chroma 6, the 
colours of the D-15 are also included in 
the FM100. The owner of an FMlOO may 
extract the appropriate caps to construct 
a D-15 (using a Munsell chroma 4 for the 
starting colour) and this method is a valid 
equivalent to the D-15.’04J05 

D-15.“’ 

Lanthony Desaturated D-15 
Given the success and wide acceptance of 
the D-15, it is a logical step to manipulate 
the Munsell chroma and value of the hues 
to provide an easier test (by which to sub- 
classify those who fail the D-15) and a 
harder test (by which to sub-classify those 
who pass the D-15). The D-15 uses hues 
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with Munsell value 5 chroma 4, while the 
Lanthony D-151ffiuses Munsell value 8 and 
chroma 2, so the colour differences are 
substantially smaller (Figure 13). A higher 
level of illuminance than any other test 
(600 to 800 lux) is specified for the 
Lanthony Desaturated D-15.Iffi It has been 
used widely for the study of acquired 
~ s ~ l o 7 - l l o  0 subjects passing the D-15 
may, as expected from the smaller colour 
differences, fail the Lanthony D-15 but the 
small colour differences also lead to col- 
our vision normals making minor trans- 
positional errors. This tends to blur the 
distinction between normal and abnor- 
mal.ILo 

Adams desaturated D-15 
Adams and colleagues112 proposed a 
desaturated D-15 with the same value as 
the standard D-15 but chroma 2. From 
the chromaticities in Figure 13, it can be 
seen that it is intermediate in difficulty 
between the D-15 and the Lanthony 
D-15. While intended initially for 
acquired colour vision d e f i c i e n ~ i e s , ~ ~ ” ~ ’ ~  
it has been shown to be effective with 
congenital CVDs,Il5 providing a reliable 
type diagnosis more often than the 
Standard D-15 and a sub-classification of 
those passing the D-15. The test has 
never been commercially available but 
can be constructed with colours from the 
Munsell Color Company. HahnIl6 has 
produced a double D-15 with both 
chroma 4 (D-15) and chroma 2 (Adams 
D-15) variants in the same package with, 
presumably, similar performance. This 
is commercially available. 

Lanthony New Colour test 
L a n t h ~ n y l l ~ - ’ ~ ~  designed this test with 
acquired C V D s  in mind but it can also be 
used for the assessment of congenital 
0 s .  The test is a combination of ar- 
rangement by hue, separation of colour 
from grey and arrangement of greys by 
reflectance. The test has four levels of dif- 
ficulty (Munsell chroma 2,4,6 and 8). The 
first stage is a colour and grey separation 
test. Colours remaining with the greys are 
plotted and show a polar plot. The second 
stage is a D-15 arrangement test and the 
last stage is to arrange the remaining col- 

CIE 1976 chromaticity diagram 

0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.28 ; 
u’ co-ordinate 

Figure 14. Chromaticities of the Lanthony New Color Test to demonstrate the increasing 
colour difference with chromas 2, 4, 6 and 8 and hence, ease of completion and the 
approximately uniform distribution around the colour circle (unlike the D-15s) 

ours with the greys (if any) to identify 
whether reds are arranged with the darker 
greys, indicating a pseudo-protanomaly 
indicative of receptor disease. In the D-15 
format the colours are approximately 
equally spaced around the hue circle (Fig- 
ure 14), so that there is no bias to any par- 
ticular response. Unlike the D-15 tests, 
there is no set starting colour. There are 
few reports on this test other than by its 

It has proved to be 
simple enough in structure to be used on 
children down to the age of six years and 
sensitive enough to show the slower de- 
velopment of blue-yellow discrimination 
(BY Ling and SJ Dain, Personal commu- 
nication). 

Other sorting tests 
Farnsworth also described the B-20 test53 
and the H-16.50*51 The H-16 comprises 

higher chroma colours (6 and 8) and is 
purported to fail only protanopes and 
deuteranopes, providing an alternative to 
the anomaloscope. This appears not to be 
reliable in identifying dichromats.122 

Sahlgren’s test requires the separation 
of greys from colours. I t  is designed 
specifically to be used in conjunction with 
Ishihara’s test to distinguish acquired from 
congenital 0 s .  Acquired C V D s  tend to 
do worse on the Sahlgren’s test, while con- 
genital CVDs do worse on Ishihara’s test. 
It has been used with some success but not 

Large size variants of the D-15 have been 
constructed to look at the performance of 
congenital dichromats lZ5 and low vision 
patients.lZ6 

As a compromise between the sensitiv- 
ity but tediousness of the FMlOO and the 
quickness but insensitivity of the D-15, 

widely. 50,125, I24 
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Diagnosis Anomaloquotient Range of matches 
mean * (scale units) 

Nor m a I s 
Low discrimination normals 
Protanomals 
Deuteranomals 
Extreme protanomals 
Extreme deuteranomals 
Protanopes 
Deuteranopes 

1.0 0.8-1.5 
1.0 0.8-1.5 
0.2 0.06 - 0.6 
3.5 3.0 -9.0 
very variable 
very variable 
not applicable 
not applicable 

0-5 
>5 
l? with l? severity 
l? with l? severity 
Includes normal match and pure red 
Includes normal match and pure green 
0 - 73 
0 - 73 

Anomaloquotient is a measure of the red green ratio in the match 

Table 1. Rayleigh equation results with congenital colour vision deficiencies 

Roth proposed a 28 Hue test’*’ and Ohta 
a 40 hue test.’*x Neither of these tests 
offers sufficient advantage to have made 
it popular.’2y,130 More recently, a 
desaturated 28 Hue has been proposed 
and va1idated.l”“”’ 

COLOUR MATCHING TESTS 

Anomaloscopes 
The colour matching tests that are used as 
the gold standard for diagnosis of protan 
and deutan colour vision deficiencies are 
all based on the Rayleigh equation: 

Red + Green P Yellow 

Rayleigh13s used a mixture of the lithium 
(670 nm) and thorium (535 nm) spectral 
lines to match the sodium doublet (589 
nm). More recently, having found that 
535 nm was a little too short a wavelength 
and caused desaturation of the yellow, 
other green wavelengths have been used. 
The equation still bears Rayleigh’s name 
irrespective of the actual wavelengths used. 
In the first commercially available form, 
the Schmidt and Haensch Nagel 
Anomaloscope Mark 1 used 670.8 nm + 
546 nm = = 589.3 nm. A generic specifica- 
tion for the equation has been proposed 

Neutral adaptation Yellow setting 
changes range of 
matches? 

as 2 640 nm + 540-555 nm I = 590.4y This 
specification excludes the, otherwise very 
attractive, use of unfiltered light emitting 
diodes (LED) ,Is4 as the typical green LED, 
with a dominant wavelength of 565 nm, is 
too yellow. 

The Nagel Anomaloscope Mk 1 is con- 
sidered to be the gold standard for the 
diagnosis of protan and deutan CVDs but 
is no longer commercially a~ailable.”~ Two 
equivalents are available, the Neitz OT 
(which uses interference filters rather than 
the prism dispersive method of the Nagel) 
and the Oculus Heidelberg which uses 
light emitting diodes and interference fil- 
ters. The Mk l Heidelberg134 incorporates 
only the Rayleigh equation, while the Mk 
2 also incorporates the Moreland equation 
for tritan CVDs (see below). Both of these 
anomaloscopes are designed to perform 
the same way as the Nagel and, correctly 
adjusted and calibrated, there is no rea- 
son not to accept that they do. The red- 
green scale runs from zero (pure green) 
to 73 (pure red) and the normal match is 
intended to be at 42 scale units. 

A Rayleigh equation anomaloscope per- 
mits the full classification of a congenital 
CVD. In particular, it always distinguishes 
anomalous trichromats from normals, and 
dichromats from anomalous trichromats 
and identifies extreme anomalous 

No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes, reduces markedly 
Yes, reduces markedly 
No 
No 

Constant 
Constant 
J with fl red in mixture 
Constant 

with fi red in mixture 
Constant 
u with l? red in mixture 
Constant 

trichromats. Table 1 sets out the diagnos- 
tic ~ r i t e r i a . ~ ~ < ~ ’ J ’ ~  

There  has also been a number of 
attempts to provide an equationto investi- 
gate blue-yellow deficiencies in the same 
way. The development of tritan equations 
(mainly blue + green = blue-green and 
blue + yellow =white) has been well docu- 
mented.i36 

The  Nagel Mk 2 incorporated a 
Trendelenberg equation (470 nm + 517 nm 
= 480 nm) by swinging the eyepiece tube 
around to a different part of the spectrum. 
There are several difficulties with blue-yel- 
low equations, most notably the influence 
of macular pigment, coloration of the crys- 
talline lens and the spectral blue plus spec- 
tral green match being desaturated com- 
pared with the spectral blue-green. The 
development of the Moreland 2 equa- 
t i ~ n , ” ~ - ’ ~ ~  blue (436 nm) + green (490) = 
blue-green (480 nm + 580 nm) has mini- 
mised these problems and the equation is 
incorporated in the Oculus Heidelberg 
Mk I1 (a relatively inexpensive instrument) 
and the Besancon A n o m a l ~ m e t e r ~ ~ ~  (a 
very expensive research tool) has a simi- 
lar equation. The combined power of 
these two equations in characterising ac- 
quired CVDs, using the Verriest classifica- 
tion, has been set out well in three papers 
given at the same conference.i40142 
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OSCAR and Medmont C-100 
These tests are essentially the same. 0s 
CAR is no longer commercially available. 
The test principle is flicker matching of 
red and green in a dual light emitting di- 
ode. It is essentially a two point (560 nm 
and 650 nm) comparison of the long wave- 
length portion of the spectral sensitivity 
function in Figure 2. The subject is given 
control of the luminance ratio of the red 
and green and asked to set for minimum 
flicker. The frequency has been chosen to 
be around the critical fusion frequency 
(CFF) of the red-green system but below 
the CFF of the luminance system.14s The 
ratio of red and green is characteristic of 
normal colour vision but the protan, hav- 
ing a lowered sensitivity to red but not 
green, must introduce more red into the 
match and is clearly identified. Original 
claims for the OSCAR test included the 
reverse phenomenon for deutans but, as 
can be seen in Figure 2, the loss of sensi- 
tivity of deutans for green is very small 
compared with the loss of sensitivity of 
protans for red. In practice, deutans are 
not reliably distinguished from normals 
but it does distinguish protans from the 
deutans. The tests do this exceedingly 
we1114”48 and it is an important distinction 
to make, given the general acceptance that 
protans are occupationally more disadvan- 
taged than deutans. 

The City University Test (CUT) 
The CUT is not strictly a matching test 
but it is a forced choice test of which col- 
our is the closest match. It is derived 
from the colours of the D-15.149 Five 
colours are presented on each page and 
the subject has to indicate which of the 
four colours most closely resembles the 
fifth, centrally placed colour. One choice 
is the adjacent D-15 hue, one lies on each 
of the protan, deutan and tritan confu- 
sion loci. It is of similar difficulty to the 
D-15 but has the practical advantage that 
the subject does not handle and soil the 
Munsell colours. In its first edition, it 
comprised 10 plates using the same 
chroma that were of uneven effective- 
ness.IZ9 The second editionI5O reduced 
these to six plates and introduced four 
plates using Munsell chroma 2 of a 

smaller size. It was intended that the 
smaller desaturated colours would pro- 
vide a more difficult section in much the 
same way as a desaturated D 15, however, 
congenital CVDs make no more errors 
on the second series.I5l There are several 
studies of the effectiveness of these 
tests.129J51-’61 The consensus is that it is a 
reasonable alternative to the D-15 for 
congenital 0 s .  The second edition is 
accepted in some occupational situa- 
tions in preference to the D-15.I6’ When 
dealing with acquired colour vision de- 
ficiencies, the colour differences in 
protan and deutan confusions are up to 
twice as large as those for tritan confu- 
s i o n ~ . ~ ~ ~  More recently, a third edition 
has been published, which contains 
some odd-one-out style plates. There 
seems to have been no validation of this 
latest edition. 

Intersociety Color Council Colour 
Matching Aptitude Test (CAT) 
This test is designed specifically to assess 
normals for superior aptitude.’62-164 The 
task is to match a given colour with one 
from a series that vary in saturation. 
There are red, green, yellow and blue 
series. It is used widely both in combina- 
tion with the FMlOO and as an alterna- 
tive. The rating of the subject does not 
correlate highly with the FMlOO but the 
aptitudes for hue arrangement and satu- 
ration matching may not be closely 
linked.165 Unfortunately, this test is no 
longer commercially available but the 
Graham HSV test is in similar form and 
was produced to fill this gap. It appears 
to be without published validation. 

COLOUR NAMING TESTS 

Colour naming is often unreliable in the 
more affected congenital CVDs but they 
have grown to rely on other clues and may, 
in very restricted circumstances, perform 
relatively well, however, they are relatively 
easily fooled by luminous intensity differ- 
ences. Colour naming is frequently 
needed in occupational situations (like 
railways, maritime and driving) and lan- 
tern tests have been developed as a practi- 
cal representation of the real life situation 

stemming from the famous (at the time) 
case of Mr Trattles.l= There has been a 
number of lanterns, of which the 
Farnsworth Lantern and the Holmes- 
Wright Lantern deserve most mention. 
Vingrys and ColeI6’ have provided the 
most comprehensive consideration of 
lantern tests and there have been n o  
commercially available additions to the list 
since them (there is one substitution, see 
below). 

Farnsworth Lantern (FaLant) 
Farnsworth developed a two-light lantern 
for use in the US Navy.168*169 The colours 
were, nominally, red, green and white, 
reflecting the naval use of this colour code. 
The red and green were desaturated and 
the white relatively yellow, so that they lie 
close to the protan and deutan confusion 
lines. As a consequence, they are not com- 
pliant with maritime or aviation specifica- 
tions. The Farnsworth Lantern is more 
difficult to pass than the D-15 and is often 
used to sub-classify the milder colour 
vision deficient o b ~ e r v e r . ’ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~  

The FaLant is no longer commercially 
available but the Stereo Optical OPTEC 
900 is accepted (including by the US 
Navy) as equivalent to the FaLant.172 

The FaLant is easy and quick to carry 
out in normal room i l luminat i~n.’~~ As it 
is not available widely but is frequently 
specified as a vision standard, there has 
been some interest in using the perform- 
ance on other clinical tests as a predictor: 
failing the D-15 test accurately predicts 
failure but passing the D-15 is a poor 
predictor of passing the FaLant 

HolmesWright Lantern (H-W) 
Recently, the Holmes-Wright Lantern has 
become unavailable but deserves mention 
as an object lesson in relating a consult- 
ing room test to real life situations. It was 
developed to replace the Board of Trade 
lantern after an inquiry on vision stand- 
ards iqmaritime occupations.177 There are 
two versions (A and B) 178 for two applica- 
tions (two light and three light, respec- 
tively). The colours are red, green and 
white and comply with maritime and 
aviation colour limits. The luminous 
intensities have been chosen to replicate 
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Tritan 

Improvements 

CVTME is dealing with children, 

problem. AOHRR 4th edition 
Other 0-15s with different sensitivities. 
AOHRR 4th edition (probably) 
Rayleigh anomaloscope As screening 

SPPl demonstration plates 
SPP2 

As protan and deutan 

SPP vol 1 if malingering is a 

Protan and deutan 

Function Basic necessity 

Screening Ishihara's test 

Quantification 

Type Medmont (2-100 

D-15 as a simple separator of the 
occupationally affected from unaffected. 

Table 2. Detection and diagnosis of congenital CVDs 

Function Basic necessity Improvements 

Screening SPP Vol2 
Quantification FMlOO D-15s with different sensitivities. 

Type D-15 or FM100 Rayleigh and Moreland anomaloscope 
Lanthony New Color Test 

Table 3. Detection and diagnosis of acquired C V D s  

the real-life range of these values. The 
Holmes-Wright Type A is the direct re- 
placement for the Board of Trade lantern: 
i t  is used more widely and better ac- 
~ e p t e d . ' ~ ~ I ~ *  The Trpe B is reported to be 
in use by the Royal Air Force and the Royal 
Navy.179 Those with congenital CVDsI8' 
make at least one error. The most com- 
mon error is misnaming white as green or 
vice versa Even the unobservant normal 
may also make such mistakes."' If the pass 
criterion is set at no more than two errors, 
the failure rate of congenital CVDs is 
around 80 per ~ e n t . ' ~ ~ ~ ' ~ *  

Other lanterns 
The College of Optometrists in the United 
Kingdom instituted a competition for the 
design of a lantern. The winning design 
(based on the work of FletcherIH3) is be- 
ing prepared for commercialisation (R 
Fletcher, Personal communication). 

Other recent attempts have yet to be 
commercialised. H ~ v i s l ~ ~  has proposed 
and validated a lantern suitable for test- 
ing rail employees. Cole and Maddocksls5 
modified a FaLant to omit the green col- 
our and simulate the Precision Approach 

Path Indicator (PAPI) used in airports. 
Tanabe and associatersls6 used red, yellow 
and yellow-green LEDs. Modern LEDs in- 
clude a blue-green that complies with 
transport signal requirements and a white 
that complies with maritime requirements, 
so there would appear to be promise in 
the use of LEDs. 

DIAGNOSIS OF COLOUR VISION 
DEFICIENCIES 

It will have become evident that there is 
no one test that will fulfil the needs of 
screening, type diagnosis and quantifica- 
tion, not to mention the issues of 
occupational relevance and acquired 
CVDs and still be an economic possibility. 
Certainly, an anomaloscope is the central 
key to the definitive diagnosis but it re- 
mains relatively costly and rarely found 
outside research and teaching institutions. 

It is necessary to use a battery of tests 
and decisions to come to a full diagnosis 
in the absence of an anomaloscope. This 
can be achieved simply and suggested 
basic and improved batteries of tests are 
set out in Tables 2 and 3. 

Practical occupational tests 
The author is frequently requested to un- 
dertake some kind of practical testing of 
colour vision in specific cases. These usu- 
ally arise because a claim has been made 
that clinical tests bear no resemblance and 
have no relevance to real occupational 
colour contingent decisions. The CIE com- 
mittee on colour vision standards advises 
against such practical tests.I8* Clinical tests 
can be carried out in controlled situations 
and in a fashion that is consistent across 
all applicants. Practical tests will usually be 
inconsistent if carried out in different lo- 
cations and different weather conditions. 
Thus, the perceived inequity and irrel- 
evancy of the test are replaced by the real 
inequity between different applicants. 
Both the D-15'87-'90 and the City Univer- 
sity test159 are reasonable interpretations 
of the colour code. 

Another, more acceptable and equally 
controlled alternative is the use of simu- 
lated practical tests. Lantern tests are con- 
sulting room realisations of real-life tasks 
and, not surprisingly, are good predictors 
of real life The key to an 
appropriate and defendable controlled test 
is an understanding of the critical colour 
vision decisions to be made.Ig1 The issues 
of occupation and colour vision are ex- 
plored elsewhere in this volume.192 
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